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Why A Financial Assessment For HECM
• FHA has a legislative requirement to maintain an overall
(forward and HECM) capital reserve ratio of 2.00%
• While improvement has been demonstrated in the last
two fiscal years, we remain below this standard
• In FY 2011 that figure was
0.24%
In FY 2012 that figure was negative 1.44%
In FY 2013 that figure was negative 0.11%
In FY 2014 that figure was
0.41%
• The performance of the HECM portfolio has had a
significant impact on FHA’s ability to meet its legislative
requirements

Why A Financial Assessment For HECM
• Economic recession and changes in the way HECM was
used resulted in declines in the value of the HECM
portfolio

• In 2012 an estimated 9.4% of the HECM mortgagors
were in default for non-payment of taxes and insurance
• Despite changes to the Principal Limit Factors and other
program changes, additional measures had to be taken o
ensure the financial health of the HECM program
• These measures include a financial assessment of the
mortgagor

Why A Financial Assessment For HECM
• In it’s 2012 Annual Report to Congress, HUD promised
to take additional actions to help restore the financial
health of the Mutual Mortgage Insurance Fund. These
included…
• “a financial assessment of borrowers as a basis for loan
approval and determining the suitability of various
HECM products to protect consumers from acquiring
loans not fit for their situation” and
• “establishing a tax and insurance set-aside to ensure
sufficient equity or an annuity is available to pay taxes
and insurance …so that defaults resulting from
nonpayment of taxes and insurance can be avoided”

Financial Assessment Basics
• Effective for case numbers issued on or after April 27,
2015
• Fundamentals
 Assess credit history
 Assess property charge payment history
 Calculate residual income

• Determine if:
 a fully funded or partially funded Life Expectancy Set-Aside for
the payment of property charges is required; and
 the HECM represents a sustainable solution for the mortgagor’s
financial situation.

Financial Assessment Basics
•

Financial Assessment requirements apply to all HECMs




•

Traditional
Refinance
Purchase

Complete Financial Assessment must be performed for
every HECM mortgagor



no “fast track” procedures
borrower request, or mortgagee requirement, for Life
Expectancy Set-Aside does not mean that the full financial
assessment requirements do not have to be met

Eligible Non-Borrowing Spouse
• Definition and requirements for an Eligible NonBorrowing Spouse are found in Mortgagee Letters 201407 and 2015-02
• No credit review is conducted of an Eligible NonBorrowing Spouse, even in community property states
• Residual income from an Eligible Non-Borrowing
Spouse may not be included in the calculation of the
mortgagor’s residual income. However, it may be used
in one of two ways:

 as a compensating factor when the mortgagor’s residual income
falls below the standard; or
 to reduce family size when determining if the mortgagor’s
residual income meets the standard

Underwriting and Documentation Standards
• HECM Financial Assessment and Property Charge
Guide content for basic documentation and verification
standards is modeled on HUD Handbook 4000.1, Title
II Insured Housing Programs, Origination Through
Post-Closing/Endorsement published September 30,
2014
• Content from Handbook 4000.1 has been revised to
address unique aspects of a HECM
• IMPORTANT: The Guide contains the underwriting
policy for HECM financial assessments, not HUD
Handbook 4000.1 for forward mortgages

Underwriting and Documentation Standards
• Post-Endorsement Technical Reviews (PETR) are the
primary means by which HUD monitors compliance with
HUD requirements
• To HUD’s existing HECM review criteria will be added
factors related to the financial assessment.
• We are currently working with our Office of Lender
Activities and Program Compliance to develop the
financial assessment review criteria
• Key is always to ensure that documentation in file
supports credit and property charge payment history and
income and expense calculations, with comments where
appropriate

AAG and Financial Assessment
 Implemented in 2009 as part of our sales process
 Why?
 What are we trying to accomplish?
•

How willing is a client to go through the financial
assessment?
•
•

How do you present it?
What do you do with it?

Financial Assessment as a sales tool
 Utilizing a financial assessment allows a sales







professional to provide valuable information in the
decision making process
Differentiate yourself from others
Illustrate how someone is living today vs. how they
should be living- needs based vs. wants based
borrowers
Borrower buy in
Better opportunity to write more reverse mortgages

Financial Assessment as a qualifying tool
 Insuring a borrower has the ability to pay their







obligations
Product longevity
If its only a band aid, should they get one?
Provides a guideline as to what you will need to close
the loan
Allows the LO to fully understand the situation and
prepare a file to be submitted for approval

Early Results of Mandatory FA
 AAG implemented the new FA the last week of Feb
 Only looking at residual income pass/fail rates
 91% of all clients that we are talking to are passing the








residual income test – not including compensating
factors
Submission pass rates are not much different than
borrowers who elect not to move forward
Credit review is unknown
Those that are failing are typically borrowers in dire
straits – borderline foreclosure
Hypothesis – early view

Potential Sales Obstacles with FA
 Learning curve
 Borrower resistance
• Perceived or real?

• Forgetting to be a sales person and becoming an

interrogator.
•

Sales require us to listen to our clients and identify the clients
needs or wants. Don’t get overwhelmed in the guidelines

• Fallout
• Good or bad?

• Collection of necessary documents

Credit review as a sales tool
 Think about the value that a credit report provides
 Illustration of a borrowers current credit situation

allows you to help them see the problems

• Showing someone what a reverse mortgage can do to

impact the credit worthiness of a borrower in the
future is a sales opportunity

 What if they choose to do nothing?

Setting proper expectations
 Why are you doing a financial assessment?
 What is the value to the client?
 What will happen when we complete the FA?
 If we move forward, what will we need?

Making things easier for Operations
 Detail…detail...detail
 The more complete the file, the better the loan will

move through the process
 Does the file make sense
 Do your LOE’s fully explain the previous issues?

Financial Assessment
Workshop
PROCESSING AND
UNDERWRITING
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Credit Review
Income Review
Considerations
Case #1 – No LESA
Case #2 – Partially Funded LESA
Case #3 – Fully Funded LESA
Case #4 – Nonqualified Borrowers

Financial Assessment Considerations
Credit
Review:
Credit Report &
Property Charge
History

Set-Asides:
Partially Funded
& Fully Funded

Financial
Assessment

Other
Factors:
Extenuating
Circumstances
& Comp. Factors

Income
Review: Assets
& Expenses

Financial Assessment Considerations
Credit
The lender must determine if the borrower has
demonstrated the willingness to timely meet his or her
financial obligations by analyzing the borrower’s credit and
property charge payment history.
Income
The purpose of the income analysis is to determine the
capacity of the borrower to meet their documented
financial obligations with their documented income.

Financial Assessment Considerations, cont.
Extenuating Circumstances
The lender must consider circumstances that were beyond
the borrower’s control that that led to credit or financial
issues and the likelihood that these situations will reoccur.
Compensating Factors
The lender must also consider compensating factors that
contribute to the borrower’s ability to manage their
financial affairs.

Credit Review
The borrower may be determined to have satisfactory credit
if:
• They have made all housing payments and installment debt

on time for the past 12 months have no more than 2 X 30
day late payments in the past 24 months.
AND

• They have no major derogatory credit on revolving

accounts in the past 12 months. Major derogatory credit is
defined as: any payment made more than 90 days late, or
more than 2 payments made 60 days late.

How to Review a Credit Report – Example 1
Review the Credit Summary for a quick overview:

• This borrower has had 2 X 30 day late pays on revolving
debt.
• They do not have any mortgage or installment late
payments nor any 60-90 day late pays on revolving debt.
• They do not have any public records, collections, charge
offs or bankruptcy.
This summary shows no derogatory credit

How to Review a Credit Report – Example 1
Also, review the individual trade lines for detailed information
on the timing of any late pays and to validate the credit
summary:

• This borrower has had 2 X 30 day late payments on
revolving debt.
• They do not have any 60 or 90 day late payments.
This trade line is not considered derogatory based on the definition.

How to Review a Credit Report – Example 2
Review the Credit Summary:

• This borrower has a lot of 30-90+ day late pays on both
mortgage and non-mortgage debt.
• Review the individual trade lines for how long ago these
late payments occurred.
This summary shows potential derogatory credit

How to Review a Credit Report – Example 2

The borrower is currently $29,406 past due on paying this revolving debt
(all debts reflect similar payment histories). Bwr has 90+ day lates. The
code “5” for all repositories means 120-150+ days late starting on
09/2013 and going backward from that date.
Absent extenuating circumstances, this bwr would likely fail the credit test.

Credit Codes
Credit codes are used
to determine the
timing of the payment
history. Each
repository uses
difference codes, so be
sure to download the
correct code chart.

Transunion

Tax and Insurance Payments
Review the borrower’s tax and insurance payment
history. The borrower is considered to have
satisfactory property charge history if:
 All property charges are current and there are no

property tax arrearages in the last 24 months
 Hazard insurance and flood insurance (if applicable)
are current and have been in place for at least 12
months
 All HOA, condominium, or PUD fees are current and
there were no arrearages in the prior 24 months.

Credit Summary
 Review the borrower’s complete credit and property

charge history and note any derogatory activity.

 Request the borrower write a letter of explanation for

any derogatory activity noted.

 Request supporting documentation for any

circumstance that can be documented.

 Submit the complete picture to the

lender/underwriter for review.

Extenuating Circumstances
If the borrower has derogatory credit or property charge history,
the UW will consider extenuating circumstances. These are
situations that are beyond the borrower’s control such as:
• Loss of income due to death or divorce of a spouse
• Loss of income due to the borrower or spouse’s

unemployment, reduced work hours or furloughs, or
emergency medical treatment or hospitalization
• Increase in financial obligations due to emergency medical
treatment or hospitalization for the borrower or spouse,
emergency property repairs not covered by insurance, divorce
or other causes.
The circumstance must have been a direct cause of the late
payments of obligations.

Income Review
Residual Income Calculation
Monthly Income

Monthly

Property Charges

Utilities

Residual

Obligations

Income from all
sources

Credit Report
and other
obligations

Income

Taxes, Insurance,
HOA dues, etc.

Utility Calculator
(.14 x S.F)

> RI Pass
< RI Fail

Residual Income Chart
Family Size

Northeast

Midwest

South

West

1

$540

$529

$529

$589

2

$906

$886

$886

$998

3

$946

$927

$927

$1,031

4 or more

$1,066

$1,041

$1,041

$1,160

Income Types
The most common types of income are:
 Employment
 Self-Employment
 IRA/401k Income
 Pension Income
 Rental and other Real Estate Holdings
 Social Security Retirement Income
All of these income types will be shown on the tax returns if
reported correctly. Tax returns are not required to
document every income type, but they are helpful as a
starting point for income calculation.

How to Review Tax Returns

Page 1 of the tax returns will list the filers, how they
are filing, and the number of dependents.

How to Review Tax Returns, cont.

Page 1, Income section, will show you the borrower’s
claimed income. Line 7 shows employment income.
For employment income, obtain 30 days of paystubs and a
VOE covering 2 years. Alternative documentation is allowed.

Employment Income
 Confirm Bwr or CoBwr info.
 Verify computer generated.
 Verify hourly or salary

income
 Verify if salary is paid twice
per month or every other
week. If twice per month,
multiply by 2. If every other
week, multiply by 26 pay
periods and divide by 12.
 Multiply hourly income by
hours per week, then by
weeks per year (52), then
divide by 12 months.

How to Review Tax Returns, cont.

Page 1, Income section, Line 12 will show self-employment
income, along with the Schedule C, C-EZ or E. If an S Corp or
Partnership as indicated on line 17, a K1 is always required.
For self-employment income, obtain complete federal income tax
returns, including all schedules, a YTD P&L statement, and a
business credit report (if the business is incorporated).

How to Review Tax Returns, cont.
Review the Schedule C:
• Take bottom line
income: $72,453
• Add back, line 12 depletion, 13 depreciation, 24b –
meals/entertainment
and 30 – business
use of home to
bottom line: $5,185
• Use total income
divided by 12
months: $6,469

How to Review Tax Returns, cont.

Page 1, Income section, Line 15a and 16a will show IRA
distributions and income from pensions/annuities.
For IRA, pension or annuity income, obtain the most recent
statement AND complete federal income tax returns OR the
most recent bank statement showing receipt of the income.
This income must be likely to continue for 3 years.

Asset Statement

Review the total amount and confirm that the balance is
sufficient to last for 3 years, depending on the monthly
amount taken.

How to Review Tax Returns, cont.

Page 1, Income section,
Line 17, along with
Schedule E, will show
rental income from
other real estate owned.
For rental income for other property, obtain the most recent
2 years federal income tax returns with the Schedule E.

How to Review Tax Returns, cont.
Review Schedule E:
 Take bottom line income: 8,183
 Add depreciation from line 20:
$2,097
 If taxes and insurance are
escrowed, add back taxes and
insurance: $960
 Add back mortgage interest:
$410
 Total rent: $11,650
 Divided by 12 months:
$970 monthly rent

How to Review Tax Returns, cont.

Page 1, Income section, Line 20a will show SSA income, if the
borrower receives enough income to require reporting.
For SSA retirement income, obtain either the Federal Tax
Returns, SSA Benefit Statement, most recent bank statement or
Proof of Income letter from SSA.
The most recent SSA Benefit Statement may show a higher
amount than the tax returns, and therefore is helpful to receive
on every file.

Social Security Benefit Statement
Review the SSA
statement and use the
total benefits the
borrower received.

Income Summary
 Review the borrower’s tax returns to determine the

types of income that will need to be used to qualify.

 Request the documentation from the borrower.
 If the borrower’s income appears to be short, review

the list of compensating factors that may apply (such
as non-borrowing spouse income, etc.).

 Submit the complete picture to the underwriter for

review.

Compensating Factors
If the borrower has an income shortfall, the underwriter
must consider compensating factors such as:
• The borrower meets all of the following:
•
•

•
•

Residual income is 80%-99% of the applicable amount
Paid their own property charges directly for at least the last 24
months
Paid all property charges without incurring penalties
Current income is not less than income during the prior 24 months

• Borrower has documented income from a NBS that, if

counted, would result in the combined income needed
according to the income chart.

Compensating Factors, Cont.
• Borrower has documented OT, bonus, part-time, or seasonal income

that meets the following requirements:
•

The borrower has received this income for at least 6 months, and it will likely
continue, and

•

If counted, the borrower’s total residual income would meet requirements.

• The borrower has assets equivalent to the anticipated property

charge payments for the life expectancy of the borrower that were
not dissipated for the income calc.
• The borrower will begin receiving pension or Social Security income
within the next 12 months and the amount specified in the award
letter would allow the borrower to meet the income requirements.
• An increase in monthly income from dissipating available HECM
proceeds based on the remaining principal balance after the first 12
month period that, if counted, would result in sufficient income per
the income requirements.

Helpful Hints
 Read the Financial Assessment and Property Charge










Guide thoroughly (more than once)
Create a borrower questionnaire/checklist for your loan
officers
Complete the FA Worksheet as you process/underwrite
Keep the LESA grid out while reviewing the loan file
Create a file “UW transmittal” for all UW file notes –this
will tell the story of the loan and support the loan and
LESA decision
Develop a workflow- when to escalate
Go the simplest route first-stop when residual is met

Something to Consider
Something to think about…
 Borrower alone does not meet the monthly residual income requirement for a 1 family household
 Eligible non-borrowing spouse with income
 Borrower has maintained monthly obligations and has demonstrated the willingness and ability to meet his
obligations
 NBS’ monthly residual income is sufficient to meet 1 person residual requirement however, borrower’s income
does not meet 1 person residual requirement.. so reducing family size is not permitted in this case

There is an alternative to consider…..
If their combined income would meet the monthly residual requirement for a two family size…
This loan could be approved with the following compensating factor:
“Mortgagor has documented residual income from a Non-Borrowing
Spouse that, if counted, would result in the mortgagor and NonBorrowing Spouse having a combined residual income equaling or
exceeding the applicable amount for their family size and geographic
region on the Table of Residual Income in Section 3.100.”
If the Borrower’s and NBS’ income didn’t meet the combined 2 family residual requirement, next slide please….

Explore All Options

Case Study # 1
NO LIFE EXPECTANCY SET
ASIDE
TOM BRADFORD

Case Study #1 - Scenario
 Mr. Bradford is a widower from California and is still

working, but trying to make plans for his future
retirement. He pays his mortgage, taxes, and HOI on
time and his car loan of $300.00 per month has 6
months left to pay. When his wife Abby died last year he
had three revolving credits cards that he forgot to pay,
but paid the minimum monthly payment between 35-50
days after their due dates. Each revolving and 30 day
account is now current. Mr. Bradford has a Veteran's
and a senior tax deferment, so his property taxes are
$3,500.
 He will need to bring $5,000 to Closing to pay off his
mandatory obligations.

Case Study #1 - FA Worksheet – Page 1
• All property charges
are current
• No delinquencies
on property taxes
• Three 30 day lates
in the past 12
months on credit
cards
• Subtract $5,000
from assets for
funds to Close

Case Study #1 - FA Worksheet – Page 2
• $250 per month for
imputed income.
• $420 per month for
utilities.
• $4,000 per month
from employment

Case Study #1 - FA Worksheet – Page 3
• $391 per month – property
charges
• $1,720 per month - other
monthly expenses
• Must include car payment,
>5% of monthly income.
• Mr. Bradford also has an
AmEx 30 day account that
has no lates
• Residual income more than
family size of 1 in West

Case Study #1 - FA Worksheet – Page 4
• Property charges are
9% of gross monthly
income
• Compensating factors
and extenuating
circumstances are not
needed
• Mr. Bradford’s
residual income is >
standard and he has
Satisfactory Credit

Case Study # 2
PARTIALLY FUNDED LIFE
EXPECTANCY SET ASIDE
JASON AND MAGGIE SEAVER

Case Study #2 - Scenario
 Mr. Seaver is a retired psychologist in Massachusetts on

Social Security and a small pension (neither is taxable).
His wife, Maggie works part time. Mr. Seaver was in the
hospital in September 2013 for several weeks and was 30
days late with 2 mortgage payments. They are now
current on mortgage and installment debt. In the past 12
months they have had several 30 day lates on their credit
cards and 1 60 day late. They are current on all payments
including their property taxes which have been paid via
escrow.
 100% of their mandatory obligations will be used to
payoff liens and fund the LESA. Also, their credit cards
are maxed out.

Case Study #2 - FA Worksheet – Page 1
• All property charges
are current.
• There was a
delinquency on
property taxes
approximately 18
months ago
• Several 30 day lates
in the past 12
months and 1x60
on credit cards

Case Study #2 - FA Worksheet – Page 2
• $98 per month for
imputed income
• $336 per month for
utilities
• $1,800 per month from
Maggie’s part time
employment
• $3,000 per month for
Jason’s retirement
income

Case Study #2 - FA Worksheet – Page 3
• $916 per month –
property charges
• $3,247 in other
monthly expenses.
• Residual income =
$734 (81% standard)

Case Study #2 - FA Worksheet – Page 4
• Their property charges
are 19% of their gross
monthly income
• Late payments are
result of
hospitalization.
• Their residual income
is at 81% of standard.

Case Study #2 – LESA Calculation
• Assets, even if not
dissipated are not
equal to the amount of
the LESA
• There are no
additional HECM
proceeds available
before or after month
12. All funds were
used for mandatory
obligations.

Partially Funded LESA
Expected Interest Rate
MIP

Rate+MIP/12

4.92%
1.25%
6.17%
0.5142%

Youngest Borrower Life Expectancy (Column
3 on TALC)
Life Expectancy x 12

18
216

MRIS (monthly shortfall)
Allowance for property charge increases
Shortfall including allowance for Property
Charge increases
Annual Shortfall
LESA

$202.00
1.2
$242.40
$2,908.80
$31,734.85

Case Study #2 - LESA Considerations
Key Factors

Summary

 Residual income at 81% of

 The Seaver’s would require a










standard
Property charges are 19% of gross
monthly income
Late mortgage payments in last 24
months
Meet revolving debt standards, but
credit cards are at their limit.
Mandatory obligations and the
partially funded LESA are 100% of
Principal Limit
Late mortgage payments were due
to hospitalization

partially funded LESA because
their property taxes have been
escrowed, their residual income is
only 81% of standard.
 Compensating factors are
insufficient to not require a LESA.






No access to revolving debt
Assets are not more than the LESA
amount
All HECM funds have been used.
Borrower doesn’t meet all 3 criteria for
80-99% of residual

 Asset Dissipation vs.

Compensating Factors- (if we didn’t use
asset dissipation..income would be < 80% and full LESA
would be required)

FA Case Study # 3
FULLY FUNDED LIFE
EXPECTANCY SET ASIDE (LESA)
STEVEN AND ELYSE KEATON

Case Study #3 - Scenario
 Mr. Keaton, from Wichita is retired and receiving SS and pension.

Mrs. Keaton is not on the deed and works part time. Last year, Mr.
Keaton decided that he had paid his mortgages long enough and he
stopped paying for a few months, until his son Alex convinced him
that he could not move in with him. There were 30 days late on 3
mortgage payments, a car loan payment and their taxes were late
too. He now receives his pension and SS, and has made up the late
payments and are once again current. Mr. Keaton will have a
$15,000 LOC available to him in the first 12 months and additional
$30,000 after the first year.

Case Study #3 - FA Worksheet – Page 1
• Over $100,000 of assets
to dissipate
• Property tax arrearages
in past 2 years
• Lates on installment and
mortgages
• No lates on revolving

Case Study #3 - FA Worksheet – Page 2
• $437 per month of
imputed income
• $420 per month for
utilities
• $1,641 in pension and
SS

Case Study #3 - FA Worksheet – Page 3
• $336 in property charges
• $1,288 in other expenses
• Residual income is $454.
This this is a two-person
family size, the standard
is $886.
• Mr. Keaton makes less
than the standard for a
family size of 1.
• Mrs. Keaton’s income
may not be used to
reduce family size, only
as a compensating factor.

Case Study #3 - FA Worksheet – Page 4
• Property charges are
16% of gross monthly
income
• Elyce’s income of $703
per month is a
compensating factor.

Case Study #3 - LESA Calculation
Fully Funded LESA
Expected Interest Rate
MIP
Rate+MIP/12

4.92%
1.25%
6.17%
0.5142%

Youngest Borrower Life Expectancy
(Column 3 on TALC)
Life Expectancy x 12

17
204

Annual Property Charges (property taxes,
HOI, Flood)
Allowance for property charge increases

$4,039.00
1.2

Annual Property Charges
Monthly Property Charges
LESA

$4,846.80
$403.90
$51,222.90

LESA Considerations
Key Factors
 Residual Income less than
family size of 1; can’t use NBS
income to reduce family size.
 No extenuating circumstances
to cause late payments.
 Their taxes were not escrowed
and there were arrearages
 All bills are now current
 Compensating Factors:




NBS residual income
Access to revolving credit
Additional HECM proceeds

Summary
 Although they are now
current on their obligations,
there were late payments on
mortgages, taxes and
installment debt that fall
outside the guidelines of
“satisfactory credit.”
 If there were extenuating
circumstances that caused the
late payments like a job loss,
emergency hospitalization,
divorce, etc., they should be
reviewed.

Case Study #3
SUPPORTING
DOCUMENTATION

Case Study #3 - Non-Employment - Pension

Case Study #4 - Non- Employment - SS

Case Study #3 - Asset Dissipation - IRA

Case Study #3 - Asset Dissipation – Savings/CD

Case Study #3 - Credit Report – Mortgage/Installment

Case Study #3 - Credit Report - Revolving/Education

Case Study #3– Property Taxes

Case Study #3 - HOI

Case Study #3 - NBS Pay Stub

Case Study #3 - NBS Expenses

FA Case Study # 4
BORROWER NOT QUALIFIED
AL AND PEG BUNDY

Case Study #4 - Scenario
 Al and Peg from Cleveland have had a rough few months.

Al’s hours at the shoe store were cut because business is
slow and Peg has never worked. They are 3 months behind
on their car loan, they have a lien on their house for two
years back taxes and they are 2 months behind on their
mortgage payments. Their son Bud lives with them and is
contributing to the expenses. They also have an open
Chapter 13 and have been able to make those payments for
the last two years. Al will start collecting SS in a few
months.
 All of the proceeds will be used to payoff their liens.

Case Study #4 - FA Worksheet – Page 1
• Delinquent Taxes
• No HOA/Condo/
PUD Dues
• HOI is paid for last
12 months, not due
until September 1st
• Only 1 credit card
with several 30 day
lates and 1x60
• $3,800 in checking
and savings

Case Study #4 - FA Worksheet – Page 2
• $15.08 imputed
income
• 1,300 square feet
home x $.14
• Employment
income of $1,600
per month. $20 per
hour, 20 hours per
week

Case Study #4 - FA Worksheet – Page 3
• Property taxes = $2,200
per year
• HOI - $600 per year
• Income taxes and FICA
are deducted as “other
expense”
• Bankruptcy payment
must be counted.
• Residual income less
than family size of 1 in
the Midwest

Case Study #4 - FA Worksheet – Page 4
• Property charges are 14% of
gross monthly income.
• Loss of hours would be an
extenuating circumstances
• Social Security income being
received within 12 months is a
comp factor.
• Results:
• Property tax arrearages
• Installment debt lates
• Indication of revolving
debt issues
• Residual income = 50% of
Standard

Case Study #4 - LESA Calculation
Fully Funded LESA
Expected Interest Rate
MIP
Rate+MIP/12

4.92%
1.25%
6.17%
0.5142%

Youngest Borrower Life Expectancy (Column
3 on TALC)
Life Expectancy x 12

21
252

Annual Property Charges (property taxes,
HOI, Flood)
Allowance for property charge increases

$2,800.00
1.2

Annual Property Charges
Monthly Property Charges
LESA

$3,360.00
$280.00
$39,705.36

Case Study #4 - LESA Considerations
Key Factors
 Residual income less than family
size of 1;
 Can’t use Bud’s income to reduce
family size or as a compensating
factor.
 3 months late on car loan
 Property taxes arrearages in past
24 months
 Chapter 13 bankruptcy
 2 months late on mortgage
 Loss of employment income due
to reduction in hours
 SS income being received within
12 months
 Insufficient funds (HECM or
Asset) to fund the LESA

Summary
 The Bundy’s would not
qualify for HECM. FA
guidelines require a fullyfunded LESA.
 Almost $40,000 would be
needed to fund the LESA.
 There are no additional
funds from the HECM.
 The Bundy’s don’t have
assets of $40,000 and they
don’t have family that would
provide a gift.

Life Expectancy Set-Asides
• If a mortgagor has a satisfactory credit history and
property charge payment history, and residual income
meets the standard, a Life Expectancy Set-Aside is not
required

• If the mortgagor does not have:
a satisfactory credit history, and/or
a satisfactory property charge payment history, and/or
adequate residual income
• Then, a Life Expectancy Set-Aside must be funded as a
condition of HECM approval

Life Expectancy Set-Asides
Life Expectancy Set-Aside Not Required
• Where the mortgagee determines that credit history,
property charge payment history, and residual income
are satisfactory, a Life Expectancy Set-Aside is not
required
• “Satisfactory” includes situations where extenuating
circumstances and/or compensating factors have been
documented
• Mortgagors may voluntarily decide to establish a Life
Expectancy Set-Aside, or select other options for the
payment of property charges

Life Expectancy Set-Asides
Fully Funded Life Expectancy Set-Aside Required
• Required when, even after taking into account
extenuating circumstances, the mortgagor has not
demonstrated a satisfactory credit history and/or
property charge payment history, even if residual
income is sufficient
• Property charges will be paid by the mortgagee out of
the Life Expectancy Set-Aside.
• Required Set-Aside amount is equal to the Projected Life
Expectancy Property Charges.

Life Expectancy Set-Asides
Partially Funded Life Expectancy Set-Aside
Required
• Required when the mortgagor has demonstrated a
satisfactory credit and property charge payment history,
but even after taking into account any compensating
factors, residual income is not sufficient
• Mortgagor will receive semi-annual payments designed
to bring residual income up to the standard
• Mortgagor is responsible for the payment of all property
charges.

Life Expectancy Set-Asides
Lifetime Expectancy Set-Aside Amounts
• Fully-Funded. Based on the amount of real estate taxes,
hazard insurance and flood insurance expected to be
paid out during the first 12 month disbursement period;
If projected amounts for coming years are not available,
use the amounts for the current year
• Partially Funded. Based on the difference between the
mortgagor’s monthly residual income, and the monthly
residual income standard for that mortgagor’s family
size and geographic region

Life Expectancy Set-Asides
Life Expectancy Set-Aside Formulas
• Formula for fully funded Life Expectancy Set-Aside is
the same as that used to calculate Projected Life
Expectancy Property Charges
• Formula for partially funded Life Expectancy Set-Aside
is the same as that used to calculate Projected Life
Expectancy Property Charges except, we substitute the
amount of monthly residual income shortfall for the
amount of monthly property charges

Projected Life Expectancy Property Charges
• Must be computed for every HECM and entered into
FHA Connection
• Includes real estate taxes, hazard insurance and, if
applicable, flood insurance only
• HOA dues, PUD fees and Condominium fees must be
factored into the expense analysis when calculating
residual income, but will not be included in Life
Expectancy Property Charges or in any Life Expectancy
Set-Aside

Projected Life Expectancy Property Charges
• Formula for calculating Projected Life Expectancy
Property Charges
(1.2 x PC ÷12) × {(1 +c)m+1 ‒ (1 +c)} ÷ {c × (1 +c )m }

• Where…
• PC = annual property charges
(based on current charges or known rates for next year)
• m = life expectancy in months of youngest mortgagor
(life expectancy in years from Appendix 2 in Guide x 12)
• c = monthly compounding rate
(expected rate + 1.25% annual MIP rate ÷ 12 )

Projected Life Expectancy Property Charges
• Let’s look at an example
• Assume
 Taxes
Hazard Insurance
Flood Insurance
Property Charges
 Youngest mortgagor is
 Expected rate is
 MIP rate is

$2,000
600
400
$3,000
77 years old
4.16%
1.25%

• This is all we need to calculate Projected Life Expectancy
Property Charges

Projected Life Expectancy Property Charges
• Remember the formula
(1.2 x PC ÷12) × {(1 +c)m+1 ‒ (1 +c)} ÷ {c × (1 +c )m }
•
•
•
•

(1.2 x PC ÷12) 1.2 x 3,000 ÷ 12
(1 +c)m+1
1.004508121
(1 +c)
(1 +c )m}
1.004508 120

• 300 x .718863
.004508 x 1.715636

= 215.6589
= .0077341

= 300
= 1.723371
= 1.004508
= 1.715636
= $27,884

Partially Funded Life Expectancy Set-Aside
• Formula for calculating partially funded Life Expectancy
Set-Aside
(1.2 x MRIS) × {(1 +c)m+1 ‒ (1 +c)} ÷ {c × (1 +c )m }

• Where…
• MRIS = Monthly Residual Income Shortfall
• (difference between mortgagor residual income and standard )
• m = life expectancy in months of youngest mortgagor
(life expectancy in years from Appendix 2 in Guide x 12)
• c = monthly compounding rate
(expected rate + 1.25% annual MIP rate ÷ 12 )

Partially Funded Life Expectancy Set-Aside
• Remember the formula
(1.2 x MRIS) x {(1 +c)m+1 ‒ (1 +c)} ÷ {c × (1 +c )m }
•
•
•
•

(1.2 x 120)
(1 +c)m+1
(1 +c)
(1 +c )m}

1.004508121
1.004508 120

• 144 x .718863
.004508 x 1.715636

= 103.51627
= .0077341

= 144
= 1.723371
= 1.004508
= 1.715636
= $13,384

• Mortgagor will receive semi-annual payments of $720
(120 x 6)

Partially Funded Life Expectancy Set-Aside
• One additional test for partially funded Life Expectancy
Set-Aside
• If the amount of the partially funded Life Expectancy
Set-Aside equals or exceeds 75% of the Projected Life
Expectancy Property Charges, a fully funded Life
Expectancy Set-Aside is required
• In our example, the partially funded Life Expectancy
Set-Aside equaled 48% of the Projected Life Expectancy
Property Charge
• Had the partially funded set-aside been $20,913 or
more, a fully funded Life Expectancy Set-Aside would
have required

